Global and Planetary Conversion
A New World View of Conscious Evolution
Series of 6 Articles: Part 4
“I AM the divine seed of co-creation.
Through the highest vibration of human conversion,
I actualize divinity while in embodiment,
and embody within me, all that I AM as God.
All of my evolutionary experiences
are fully conscious and present here on Earth.”

To you the reader, I acknowledge your experience of oneness as you read the fourth article in
this 6-part series of Conscious Evolution: A New World View.
In my previous transcript titled, “Assimilation of Fifth Dimensional Stability on Earth,” I shared
the importance of shifting our consciousness, and amplifying our frequency enough for us to
consciously merge with the aspect of self that simultaneously lives in other dimensional
timelines of awareness.
All life forms and situations that occur in our day-to-day lives
are always in one of four transformational phases of
emergence: activation, synthesis, amplification and unification.
In my perspective, it is essential that as this continuous
alteration occurs within us, it is crucial for us to accept that
each phase is a conscious evolutionary experience. These ongoing shifts enable us to unite all
separation in consciousness, and attain the conscious mastery of all that we are as God in
human form.
Mastery challenges us to let go of limited perceptions, and when we do, we are able to create a
solid foundation for how we choose to experience our metamorphosis towards a more advanced
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way of human life. Hence, mastery and inner sovereignty are the authority that authentically
unifies all separation and emerges as a living reality. Yet during our transition to mastery, the
gap widens between those of us who fully claim their divine birthright, and those who choose to
cling to the conditioning of the material world.
Global and planetary conversion offers each of us the personal opportunity to evolve to our
highest potential, and to bring our innate cosmic knowing home to wherever we are on Earth. It
is becoming more and more evident in our day-to-day lives that the current momentum of this
conversion is quickening. In this fourth transcript I am sharing an in-depth insight into how our
conscious choice to participate is crucial to the new impetus of humanity’s evolutionary journey.
The innate ability to sustain this intention requires that we be fully present with the transcending
experiences that are occurring within us, as well as around us. Are you actively participating
with conscious intention in the global and planetary transformation that is occurring everywhere
on Earth?
Global conversion transmutes the archaic conditioning that no longer serves our highest good.
These energetic blueprints have residual karmic programming from previous ages of both light
and darkness, as well as from lives on other planets and their
interplanetary civilizations. The emerging patterns within these
blueprints are the potential turning points in the current tides of
change, and throughout 2012 they are emerging. How we each
deal with these potentialities creates our new global and planetary conversion. This quantum
shift in our consciousness is where our evolutionary self enables us to simultaneously
experience Heaven here on Earth by living in everything and the nothing while in human
embodiment.
For humanity to fully experience this exciting world view it is crucial that we bring the past and
the future into the present moment. Our ability to adapt to the personal, global and planetary
conversion experience is in direct relationship to our ability to be fully aware, present and
responsive in each moment.
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From a global perspective, all emergent experiences transfigure the human value system, so
that it can consciously and energetically embrace non-ordinary reality, where our consciousness
is already unified. As we become more cognizant, the old perspectives of time and space are
transfigured into the new configuration of the spherical time-space continuum. Maintaining this
awareness manifests the understanding of the unified field of consciousness, and
understanding the unified continuum profoundly changes our lives.
This time-space continuum is so fluid that it also shifts us into yet, another field of awareness,
where time, as we know it, is non-existent and there is no space at all. This is known as
spherical space and it intertwines with planetary grids of light.

As we assimilate this vast

understanding, we experience the merging of our consciousness in multidimensional timelines
of awareness without confined boundaries. The more we adjust to this energetic experience of
no-time and no-space, the more essential it is to expect the unexpected, as constant change is
the only stable condition. Although we may not fully comprehend this conceptually our
acceptance of its experiential stability catapults us into it with ease and grace.
As the conversion process quickens and everything
within and around us moves at warp speed, Earth is
experiencing

temporary

disruptions

of

energy

throughout its grid and this is affecting everyone living
on Earth. There are many causes that contribute to
this, one of which is electromagnetic disturbances
from the impact of solar flare activity. The intensity of
multiple solar flare disruptions also interferes with receptors in the human brain, and these
disturbances interrupt the transfer of information from short-term to long-term memory. Because
electromagnetic disturbances are occurring with increasing momentum, it is crucial that we
amplify our frequency by using and integrating the frequencies of quantum energetic
technologies. The more we remain centered and balanced during such electromagnetic storms,
the more we energetically feel the sensation of positive acceleration within the neurotransmitters
of our brain.
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When we tune into the experiences of one or many of our present realities, it is likened to a
question of self-reference--that which we choose to focus our attention upon defines our
experience, both internally and externally. Every thought we think, every word we speak, every
action we take solidifies experience into every reality. If an external reality no longer fits us in
any given moment, it is essential we welcome this experience, let it go, and create new versions
of authenticity with those individuals that resonate with where our consciousness is.
As a reminder, my first transcript of the 6-part series (The Quester, Winter 2011, Volume 31, No
4, Journal 97), briefly described some major changes to some of the subdivisions in the sector
of our global systems. As this solid foundation continues to develop, we consciously create the
components of an interplanetary civilization that sustains an innovative pioneering way of life.
From a planetary perspective, in October 1994, Earth began
its phase of cosmic progression into what is known as the
Seventh Golden Age. This enormous celestial event is
anchoring Earth’s cosmic prototype of photonic light into its
electromagnetic energy field. This prototype is creating a
download in human consciousness that, from the density of
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the 3rd dimension, is so immense our human mind is unable
to fully perceive the impact that it has in our day-to-day lives.
Now that Earth is reaching its critical mass, it is almost

complete with its 3rd dimensional evolutionary experience. Earth is transitioning out of a 26,000
year astronomical cycle of darkness, passing through the photon belt which comprises the
galactic equator, into a 2000 year cycle of light. This new cosmic cycle aligns Earth with its new
encodement of cosmic coordinates for the next 2000 years.
The Galactic Core is a star system at the heart of Earth’s galaxy that emanates inclusive
intergalactic consciousness. It also emanates wavelengths of interstellar frequencies that
transmit to all life within this and other star systems, galaxies and universes. Earth’s alignment
within the solar system and relative to the Galactic Core creates an energetic force field which is
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a net result of all the interacting
forces such that it lowers Earth’s
magnetics to the point where it
can effectively amplify its own
frequency, and accelerate its
rate to warp speed.
This amplification increases the
speed of Earth’s revolution, and as Earth experiences this process, it synergizes its planetary
body of photonic light. Hence, as Earth births itself through its destined cosmic canal, it ascends
to its rightful place in the cosmos. As Earth’s sun makes its shift to the center of the galactic
equator of the Milky Way, it comes into perfect alignment with the Central Sun in the Galactic
Core.
The full effect of this cosmic shift solidifies a new magnetic force field in Earth’s grid and aligns it
with its resonant pulsation of light in the galactic core. In the moment that this occurs, all the
planets in our solar system align perfectly with Earth and the Central Sun of the Milky Way
Galaxy. As I understand it, this is the cosmic meaning of the term critical mass.
As Earth shifts into its new and rightful cosmic position, all life
forms feel the effects of this momentous transfiguration. The
enormous impetus of this alignment signifies the completion of
Earth’s karmic cycles, so that Earth can experience its next
cycle of advanced progression, whatever that is. This
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alignment brings forth another configuration with encodements
that enables our solar system, galaxy and universe to evolve,
charting a new star map throughout the cosmos. And as the

inhabitants of Earth, we also experience a similar domino effect in our human framework of
consciousness.
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During the time of this cosmic thrust, Earth’s sun is a step-down transformer for these pulsations
of light and it exudes an amplification of new energy, which radiates increased pulsations from a
new solar cycle. Earth’s moon absorbs these pulsations and synthesizes segments of this
energy into the different countries on Earth. While this grand alignment is occurring, charged
particles within Earth’s Sun are having an influence on Earth’s electromagnetic field.
As Earth reaches its critical mass, the entire cosmos
moves towards the out-breath and in-breath of creation.
And while Earth completes the transfiguration of its
outdated conformities, through the divine plan, we
implement advanced systems for all organizational
structure, as well as new concepts for the survival of
human life on Earth. This transfiguration affects every
one of us in every area of our lives regardless of where
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we are in our evolutionary journey.
As we consciously comprehend the true purpose for participation in this imminent transfiguration,
we earn the right to live as interplanetary citizens here on Earth. Although this life-altering
occurrence is different for each of us, it is highly beneficial for all of us to express gratitude and
appreciation for the direction of our inner compass as we create this new foothold for human
life.
Are you willing to expand your consciousness and imagine how human life will transform itself
as Earth and humanity experience a cycle of synchronicity and synergy? When you can answer
this question, then you are already experiencing the new encodement.

This 6-part series of articles contains essential information for the conscious evolution of your
quantum shift in consciousness. As you read through this series I trust that you, the Reader, will
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make conscious choices for yourself, assist those you love, and hold this planet in your heart so
that it completes its shift with as much ease and grace as possible.
Salantra, founder of Heaven on Earth International Inc. is a Self-published author and founding
member of AWG: Archimedes Writers Group.

She is also an ACE

Certified Agent for

Conscious Evolution, Golden Age Teacher, Professional Frequency Holder, Clairsentient, and
Vibrational Intuitive.
This transcript is Copyright© in 2012. All rights reserved by Salantra and Heaven on Earth
International Inc. Permission must be obtained for you to copy or distribute it in any form.
To contact Salantra:
Email: info@HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
Phone: 778.292.0878
Cell: 778.985.5681
NB: After October 1, 2012, my phone number 778.292.0878 will change due to relocation to
Kelowna, BC Canada. Until I receive my new land line number, if you wish to contact me
personally, please contact me at the above email address or on my Cell Phone: 778.985.5681.
Thank you for your patience as I relocate.
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